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Calculation of the NMR Chemical Shift for a 4dl System in a Strong Crystal 
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The NMR chemical shift arising from 4d electron angular momentum and 4d electron angular momentum and 4d electron 

spin dipolar-nuclear spin angular momentum interactions for a 4d* system in a strong crystal field environment of trigonal 

symmetry, when the threefold sxis is chosen to be the axis of quantization axis, has been examined. A general expression 

using the nonmultipole expansion method (exact method) is derived for the NMR chemical shift. From this expression all 

the multipolar terms are determined. We observe that along the (100), (010), (110), and (111) axes the NMR chemical shifts 

are positive while along the (001) axis, it is negative. We observe that the dipolar term (1/R3) is the dominant contribution 

to the NMR chemical shift except for along the (111) axis. A comparison of the multipolar terms with the exact values shows 

also that the multipolar results are exactly in agreement with the exact values around R>0.2 nm. The temperature dependence 

analysis on the NMR chemical shifts may imply that along the (111) axis the contribution to the NMR chemical shift is dominantly 

pseudo contact interaction. Separation of the contributions of the Fermi and the pseudo contact interactions would correctly 

imply that the dipolar interaction is the dominant contribution to the NMR chemical shifts along the (100), (010), (001), and 

(110) axes, but along the (111) axis the Fermi contact interaction is incorrectly the dominant contribution to the NMR chemical 

사lift.

Introduction

For the past a few decade a considerable interest has been 

focussed on the NMR chemical shift (pseudo contact shift) aris

ing from 3d” 4dM 그 and 4f* systems.4-8 It was reported that 

a contribution to the isotropic NMR chemical shift in 

paramagnetic complexes comes from the Fermi contact in- 

teracion, which may be expressed for the case of a transition 

metal ion in a crystal field of octahedral symmetry with the 

2$이T, or the ”이as the ground state, by the following 

equation6-7

厶 B 血 j；(2S + l)<S>exp(-E,/KT)
s — 1 1 —™.u i . 1 ( 1 J
B 3g““点7、；(2S + l)exp(-E,/KT)

where<&>-(窘—gj (J+l)+2鱼글牛")f } ⑵ 

and Ej —(J4-1)

In equation(l), g and gN are the electronic and nuclear 

Lande g-factors respectively, B the applied magnetic field, 

T the absolute temperature, and the electronic and 

nuclear Bohr magneton respectively, K the Boltzmann cons

tant, h Planck's constant and a is the isotropic hyperfine con

stant. McConnell and Robertson8 have noted that an 

anisotropic magnetic moment produce a shift, in addition to 

the Fermi contact shift, called the pseudo contact shift, they 

obtained for this shift the expression

씀-- -房 이詰 1)(3第:U)F(g) (3)
D OA 1 A

This relationship was extended by Kurland and McGarvey9 

in terms of the magnetic susceptibility components XM,

誓---备{。哉-¥~0*+由〕(3cos“ - 1)

3
sincos W (4)

In equation(4),厶B/B is the dipolar term in the general ex

pansion and the dipolar term has been used extensively in in

terpreting the pseudo contact contribution to NMR chemical 

shift in paramagnetic molecules. In equations (3) and (4), R 

is the distance between the paramagnetic center and the NMR 

nucleus and & is the angle between the principal axis of the 

complex and the vector between the paramagnetic center and 

the NMR nucleus. F(g) is a function of the principal g-values. 

Recently, attention was concentrated on the higher multipolar 

expansion terms.10-12

The NMR chemical shift at points (Rt0,|) maybe expressed 

as2

—.君 2 (AtJ-cosM^PUcosS)/RL+l (5)

where K 드 2Q + 1) for a specific /-electron, P? (cos 0) the 

associated Legendre polynomials and AIAf and B£Af measure 

the anisotropy in the multipolar magnetic susceptibilities of 

the molecule. It has been reported that the sum of the 

multipolar expansion terms yields the correct value of 厶B/B, 

only when R is greater than 0.3 nm. At samller R values the 

deviation from the correct value may be considerable. To in

terpret NMR chemical shift in paramagnetic systems arising
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from the pseudo contact interaction applicable for any R, the 

nonmultipole expansion method has been developed13 and 

adopted to calculate NMR chemical shifts arising from the 

electron orbital angular momenttum and the electron 옵pin 

dipolar-nuclear spin angular momentum interactions in 

paramagnetic systems.14

In this work we examine the NMR chemical shifts arising 

from the electron orbital angular momentum and electron spin 

dipolar-nuclear spin angular momentum interactions for a 4dl 

electron system in a strong crystal field of trigonal symmetry 

Using the nonmultipole expansion method and compare the 

NMR chemical results with those of a 3d1 system in a strong 

crystal field environment of trigonal symmetry, when the 

threefold axis is chosen to be the axis of quantiation.

For the case when the crystal field has a trigonal compo

nent along the (111) axis, the NMR chemical shift was examin

ed,15 adopting the electronic wave functions when the fourfold 

axis is chosen as the quantization axis. The NMR chemical 

shift was also determinded in a strong crystal field of trigonal 

symmetry for a 3d1 electronic system when the threefold axis 

is chosen as the quantization axis.16

As far as we are aware, no attempt has been made to ex

amine the NMR chemical shift arising from the electron or

bital angular momentum and the electron spin dipolar-nuclear 

spin angular momentum interactions for a 4dl electron system 

in a strong crystal field environment of trigonal symmetry.

Theory

The hamiltonian representing the various interaction in this 

paper may be written as

N Zp1

+ pfi (Z+2S) • B+Hh (6)

where

v(r)=a,停侍匕。(们/ -§喺〔匕_,(们0)

-匕，(们

and

H，L%心｛으够+以이毛이也 一警〕｝ (7)

4 n rN tn tn

Here r and rN are the electron radius vectors about the 

electron-bearing atom and the nucleus with nuclear spin 

angular momentum Z, respectively. V(r) is the crystal field 

potential of octahedral symmetry when the threefold axis is 

chosen as the quantization axis and a4 is the required crystal 

field parameter for 4d electron system. The other symbols 

have their usual meaning.

When the threefold axis is taken as the quantization axis 

the axial wave functions with t2 symmetry may be expressed 

by18

饥-|4d° >

- J즈 |4tL >

如 |4d_： |4dt > (8)
■J *3 

In calculation of the NMR chemical shift for a 4d‘ system in a

strong crystal fi이d of trigonal symmetry a crystal fi이d ap

proach is adopted. The spin-orbit coupling and distortion in

teractions are regarded as a perturbation acting on crystal field 

potential and solving the perturbation matrix for 안】e axial wave 

functions leads to the following eigenvalues and the correspon

ding ei 용 enfunctions.

8 A 
e ] y —-----------
4 2 2

。《■"이妇>+이 0T>

少「■이。i> 一이"〉

9缶J 이妇〉-이

■이。F> +히 0T>

|妁>

次ik> (9)

where

1 1 X"i歹 + ；- (응

£ 乙 匕

ab ~—产£—

and

9
「S'-3 以f
4

The magnetic field interaction is then added, and treated as 

a perturbation to yield new eigenfunctions(Fn> and 

corresponding eigenvalues, E„. The principal values aaa of 

the NMR screening tensor are determined by considering the 

magnetic field interaction parallel to the x,y and z directions 

and averaged assuming a Boltzmann distribution.

The contribution to the NMR chemical shift, 4B, is given by

厶田(<7„+ (7*r+(7«) (10)
J

where

。-r a' (<r,|H，,lL>exp(-E,/KT)、 

g 1初如"。 4； exp (-E,/KT) 〃

and “ -gNfis I

The NMR chemical shift is given by

AB 1 竝 冬 £(A，+W”"xp(-E,/KT)

B 3 KT 4 7t 1
Zexp(-E(/KT)

Table 1. The matrix E询mentsg이

(11)

m i-1 i-2 i-3

1 s4 b4 0

2 /7a3b - s/^ab3 0

3 aab2 b2a3 0

4 -\f2ab1 \T2a3b 0
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Table 2. The Matrix Elements

m
i

1 2 3

1 (6j -et) (fe4 + a4)/(et -ej 0

2 a카，/(& -e2) b'a1/(et-ei) 0

3 -V2ab(b2-at)/(e1 -et) —y/~2ba (b2 - aa) / (ej ~ ei) 0

4 a2/ (e! -e3) 护 / (ea -e,) a1/ (es-eJ-FA2/ (e3-e2)

5 ^2ab/ (c -ex) -VF6a/(e2 -e3) 사 (l/(e3-ei)- l/(e3-e2)^

6 67(% -es) //(“ -e3) _브―一 + —끄一— 

(e3 — ) (e> — e,)

Table 3. The Matrix Elements C(m(t)B

Cii=。 0

59400/&W

終

19800/7R %’

4
Gl茹我FlM -150/R方'

* 72765⑹七-44") 120/R'/9'

C“ —i으"+ T,-9 上)

0

”釦MS
0

c“=으 s,
-326700/RW'

广 32 두

C»=-23iS1 -118800/R'£'

r 112 어

c”=F暗 -19800/R'U

2
^u = 2079(가孔 + 12琮+5玲+6&\) 600/R'/9‘

?
C"= a + 42 F, +19 F7 - 24 F31)

ZZ/OO
-240/’酒'/9’

2
C“= ~商5 (57； + 127；i 57^ -60T17) 0

c”=o 0

Cla=ls,
326700/R'/9‘

Cl윾 S、 89100/R'£'

r 248 £ 
上 485151 306900/R'U

2
(% = - 云两(7F$ - 2F$ + 12琮+5F”

+6F3l - 55fi)

-975/R”9'

Table 3. Continued

2
G“ =-元诲(23比 +4F, +42R + 19F；

+64F# - 432Fifl - 24F31 +88A)
900/R 村'

2
C,s=6615(25£+ 127； +107； f 57；+ 1807；

- 607, 一270上)

44®

G"噫（M-膈）

0

cu=o 0

Cx=0 0

*=으&
89100/7R'U

Ctt=hf, -225/R5/?1

Q 
"点15心 540/R"/9‘

C"=iO(Ti)
0

Q
C74=-— (M - 7心) 

ZZUo
0

°The asymptotic expansion for R-*o° for each C」t) is gi

ven in the right column.

Ta비e 4. The Matrix Elements d/m(t) (the Asymptotic Expansion 
for Rf 8 for each d(m(t) is Given in the Right Column.)

d“=0 0

_> 4 e
-44550/R%'

, 16 Q
如=一丽s -59400/R'U

9
如=<話 EiTin) 

oyo
胡HR'8'

Q
^51= -^X77(^31-ll/l) 

Z4Z55
-300/7RSg*

d<1==441허 2) 4®
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Table 4. Continued

4
^n=Qonc W + 14nJ

.16.
必=亓&

653400/R'8‘

一 29700/R 优 4

» _368 
d32=4851 Sl 455400/7矽U

4
d“= 一 两§(〃£ 一 6F$ + 12F；$+5Fm+3尸3i) -900/Rsfil

4
d“ = - —— (23尤 + 12F, +42F, + 19F, 

/6/D0

+ 192F, - 432F,, - 12FS1 - 39阳)

-480/ZR%'

4
由,=海(657； + 127；+307； - 57； + 180“ 

0010

-30T17-360i2)

8/R1

Q
妇=55无（2N】+7眄） 

ZZUb
0

d”= -으 &

-326700/7? 7/94

如一蒜S[
- 118800/硏9 4

> 40 Q
必=-面 -49500/7g

, 2 ,
山3=云两（〃4+5K； + 12F技+6环+33片） 300/代七舛

2
dsa = 72765(23Fi+42F； + 19F,+216F“

-24F31-132A)
300/7K 扮 2

Ta이e 4. Continued

山5=0 q

d"=-^[S, - 74250/R%‘

d”=-兢& 9900/Rk'

2
d*i==2079 0"-5F“ +3F3l +33") -75/Rsfi*

, 2 ,
d“ = ~ 72765 23R ~ 19F? +64氏 + 12F31 + 132A) - 120/7J?By92

2
宓"+ 7；+67，-18上) 0

. 8
dn=~315ni 0

d“=0 0

, 4 c
d» = 77S1 44550/R%4

妇 니르 &

59400/R'g'

2
如=J 志(^31 + H/J 

byo
75/R 可

Q
妇一冗冲冋+ 11八）

Z4Z55
-60/77?s^4

4
山흐= - ；石（丁“ 一 跖）

441
4®

4 
d?6= ~99ri^ N - 14nJ 

ZZUo
0

2
丄=-66i5(5幻+ 127；- 57； - 907； ~ 607、+90上) 0

□
山3=网低(Nm) o

d“ = 0 0

妇侦S 59400/R'U

, 16 c
17800/7硏伊

4 
d“=F/「5F") 0

4
d” — zr—r (23R - 19R+64R) 

Zz/ob
360/7&为2

4
d“= 一發勇(5T1 + T；) -8/R3

妇 程으事

0

where A,- and B, may be expressed in terms of spherical 

harmonics

A,=af(P) + y.,(0, ©)〕

f'K豪匕

-r.. G, 0)〕+<骨帰琮(& 0)

+次？停〔匕一，(。，0)-丫“(。,0)〕

OD

+aW； y40 (G, 0) +aW조匕。(e, 0) +a<? VM Y„ (& «>)
D

Bf 시詬〔YiG，0)+ Y"(& 0)〕

+盅■〔匕 J。, $)- y„ (e, ©)〕 

iobo
+8'?佶y,0(8,0)+3'?傷〔匕(8,0)- y„ 0,0)〕
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+/WV匕。电0)+/舟伟匕。(6, 0)+6项片匕。(8, 0)

(12) 

for i= 1,2,3.

The coefficients a1/' and for 1= 1~7 are functions of the 

internuclear separation R, the spin-orbit coupling constant 

Z and the distortion parameter d. The coefficients a((o and b尸 

may be expressed in terms of matrices g이 and and two 

matrices C/W(t) and d/m(t) of radial dependence. These matrices 

are represented in Table 1, 2, 3 and 4.

次？ = £ CM (t) g也 

M- 1

負件 (13)

where t = 2/3R.

When the threefold axis is chosen to be the axis of quan

tization, the calculated NMR chemical shift arising from the 

electon anqular momentum and electron spin dipolar-nuclear 

spin angular momentum interactions for a 4d' system in a 

strong crystal field of trigonal symmetry using equation (11) 

are listed in Table 5. To calculate the NMR chemical shift 

we adopt the hyperfine integrals published in the previous 

papers.1920

Results

Interpretation of the NMR chemical shifts. In this work 
we examine the exact calculated NMR chemical shifts for a 

4J1 system in a strong crystal field environment of trigonal 

symmetry, when the threefold axis is chosen to be the axis 

of quantization. We choose the spin-orbit coupling constant, 

； as 500 cm'1, the distortion parameter, d, as 500 cm이, 

/3 = 3.2679/a0 and 나le temperature T = 300 K.

As shown in Table 5, the NMR chemical shift decreases 

in magnitude rapidly as R increase. For a 4d] system in a 

strong crystal field environment of trigonal symmetry and 

詈 (ppm) value옹 along the x, y and z axes are different from 

each other. It also appears that the NMR chemical shifts along 

the (100), (010), (110) and (111) axes are positive for all values 

of R except for R 0.05 nm while along the (001) axis it is 

negative. In the case of a 3d1 system in a strong crystal field 

environment of trigonal symmetry, the NMR chemical shifts 

are however negative for all values of R along the (100), (010) 

and (110) axes, while along the (001) and (111) axes, 나le NMR 

chemical shifts change a sign around 0.15 nm of R, the values 

being negative for smaller R values and positive for greater 

R values.

As the the distortion is increased from 500cm-1 to 

5000cm'1, the NMR chemical shift,厶B/B decreases in 

magnitude markedly. The results for a 4(f system and the 

corresponding multipolar terms, 1/R3,1/R5 and 1/R7, express

ed in the matrix elements in table 3 and 4, are shown in Table 

6 in a strong crystal field environment of trigonal symmetry 

when the threefold axis is taken as the quantization axis. Table 

6 shows that the contributions of 1/R3 and 1/R7 terms to the 

NMR chemical shifts along 나此 (100), (010), and (110) axes 

are positive for all values of R while that of 1/R5 is negative. 

However, the contributions of all the multipolar terms 

(1/R3,1/R5 and 1/R7) along the (001) axis are negative for all 

value옹 of R, while along the (111) axis, the contributions of 

1/R3 and 1/R5 to the NMR chemical 아lifts are positive, but

Table 5(b)」AB/B(ppm) for Specific R-values for 4d* System Along 
the (110) and (111) Axes in a Strong Crystal Field Environment 
of Trigonal Symmetry (d = 500, 5000cm-1)

厶 B/B(ppm)

(110) (111)

500cm_| 5000cm'1 500cm'1 5000cm'1

0.05 -140.284 45.773 -390.869 -8.127

0.10 68.960 18.391 7.204 0.1978

0.15 26.153 6.285 7.527 0.7376

0.20 10.673 2.675 2.513 0.2928

0.25 5.522 1.402 0.9340 0.1153

0.30 3.255 0.8290 0.4009 0.0506

0.35 2.082 0.5302 0.1924 0.0246

0.40 1.411 0.3592 0.1010 0.0131

0.45 0.9998 0.2543 0.0570 0.0074

0.50 0.7337 0.1865 0.0340 0.0044

Table 5(a). — (ppm) for Specific R-values for 4d' System Along the x, y and z Axes in a St2ng Crystal Fie너 En머】gnment of Trigonal

Symmetry (^ = 500cm'1)

R(nm)

厶 B/B(ppm)

(100) (010) (001)

500cm"1 5000cm-1 500cm 시 5000cm-' 500cnrl 5000cm-1

0.05 160.623 45.897 -119.945 45.649 -355.740 12.418

0.10 53.622 18.485 84.298 18.298 -337.753 -71.140

0.15 23.819 6.300 28.487 6.271 -107.796 -24.133

0.20 10.321 2.677 11.027 2.673 -34.663 -8.179

0.25 5.447 1.403 5.596 1.402 -15.233 -3.703

0.30 3.234 0.8291 3.276 0.8288 -8.151 -2.012

0.35 . 2.075 0.5303 2.089 0.5302 -4.911 -1.222

0.40 1.408 0.3592 1.414 0.3592 -3.202 -0.8007

0.45 0.9986 0.2543 1.001 0.2543 -2.209 -0.5541

0.50 0.7332 0.1865 0.7343 0.1865 -1.590 -0.3998-
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that of 1/R7 is negative for all values of R.

A comparison of the multipolar terms with the exact values 

given by equation(ll) shows that the dipolar term (1/R3) is the 

dominant contribution to the NMR chemical shifts. However, 

the contributions of 1/R5 and 1/R7 terms may not be negligi

ble for all values of R except for along the (111) axis, where 

the contribution of 1/R3 term to the NMR chemical shifts is 

almost zero.

In the case of a 3d1 system in a strong crystal field environ

ment of trigonal symmetry, the contributions of 1/R3 term to 

the NMR chemical shifts along the (100), (010) and (110) axes 

are negative, while those of 1/R5 and I/R7 terms are positive 

for all values of R. However, the contributions of 1/R3 and 

1/R7 terms to the NMR chemical shift along the (001) axis is 

negative, while that of 1/R5 is positive for all values of R. But 

along the (111) axis, the contribution of 1/R5 to the NMR 

chemical shift is positive while that of 1/R7 te'rm is negative 

for all values of R except for 1/R3 whose contribution is zero, 

when the threefold axis is chosen as the quantization axis. It 

is found that the multipolar results are exactly in agreement 

with the exact results around R>0.20 nm.

The temperature dependence of the N세R chemical shift. 

We examine the temperature dependence of the NMR 

chemical shift for a 4d' system in a strong crystal field en

vironment of trigonal symmetry and then compare the results 

with the usually used approximate equation when the threefold 

axis is chosen to be the axis of the quantization. The 

temperature dependence of the NMR chemical shift may be 

expressed as21-22

4B/B=4+B/T+C/r (14)

In equation(14) the 1/T term arises from 나le Fermi contact 

term and 1/T2 term the pseudo contact term. The NMR 

chemical shifts calculated from equation (11) over the 

temperature range 200 to 400 K may be fitted almost precisely 

to an expression of the form given by equation(14). Some 

values of A,B and C are listed in Table 7. Therefore, the fit

ting of 나le values of the NMR chemical shift for a 4d* system 

in 저 strong crystal fi아d environment of trigonal symmetry to 

equation(14) over a temperature range 200 to 400 K shows 

that along the (111) axis the temperature dependence of the 

NMR chemical shift may be expressed as

厶B/B”. 392+8.188/T+8569. 360/广 (15) 

when

& —500 cm-1 and as

厶 B/Bk 0,560-80.180/T+0. OOl/T1 (16)

when

8 —5000 cm서

Table 6. A Comparison of the Exact Values of 厶B/B(ppm) with the Multipolar Terms for Spe더fic R-values for a 4d* System in a 
Strong Crystal Field Environment of Trigonal Symmetry = 500 cm-1, d = 500 cm-1) 
6a) Along (100) Axis

m 4B/B(ppm)
A-Uiin/

1/R3 1/R5 1/R7
sum of all 

multipolar terms
exact values

0.05 9.607 85.343 57.964 152.914 -160.623

0.10 38.019 -26.789 43.712 54.393 53.622

0.15 26.697 - 9.671 6.652 23.678 23.819

0.20 11.816 -2.505 1.007 , 10.318 10.321

0.25 6.058 - 0.823 0.213 5.447 5.447

0.30 3.506 -0.331 0.059 3.234 3.234

0.35 2.208 -0.153 0.020 2.075 2.075

0.40 1.479 -0.078 0.008 1.408 1.408

0.45 1.039 -0.043 0.004 0.999 0.999

0.50 0.757 -0.025 0.002 0.733 0.733

6b) Along the (010) Axis

〜 厶 B/B(ppm)
Knmj

1/R3 1/RS 1/R7
sum of all 

multipolar terms
exact values

0.05 9.607 85.343 98.643 193.592 -119.945

0.10 38.019 -26.788 74.388 85.619 84.298

0.15 26.697 -9.671 11.320 28.346 28.487

0.20 11.81$ -2.505 1.714 11225 11.028

0.25 6.058 -0.824 0.362 5.596 5.596

0.30 3.506 -0.331 0.101 3.276 3.276

0.35 2.208 -0.153 0.034 0.089 2.089

0.40 1.479 -0.079 0.013 1.414 1.414

0.45 1.039 -0.044 0.005 1.001 1.001

0.50 0.757 - 0.026 0.002 0.734 0.734
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6c) Along the (001) Axis

R(nm)

厶 B/B(ppm)

1/R3 1/R5 1/R7
sum of all 

multipolar terms
exact values

0.05 -19.213 227.581 -250.571 -42.203 -355.740

0.10 -76.037 -71.434 -188.960 -336.432 -337.572

0.15 -53.393 -25.788 -28.754 -107.937 -107.796

0.20 -23.632 -6.679 -4.354 -34.665 -34.663

0.25 -12.116 -2.197 -0.920 - 15.233 -15.233

0.30 -7.011 -0.883 -0.256 -8.151 -8.151

0.35 -4.415 -0.408 -0.087 -4.911 -4.911

0.40 -2.958 -0.209 -0.034 -3.202 -3.202

0.45 -2.077 -0.116 -0.015 - 2.209 - 2.209

0.50 -1.514 -0.068 -0.007 -1.590 -1.590

6d) Along the (110) Axis

R(nm)

厶 B/B(ppm)

1/R3 1/R5 1/R7
sum of all 

multipolar terms
exact values

0.05 9.607 85.343 78.303 173.253 -140.284

0.10 38.107 - 26.788 59.050 70.281 68.960

0.15 26.697 -9.671 8.986 26.012 26.153

0.20 11.816 -2.505 1.361 10.672 10.674

0.25 6.058 -0.823 0.287 5.522 5.522

0.30 3.506 -0.321 0.080 3.255 3.255

0.35 2.208 -0.153 0.027 2.082 2.082

0.40 1.479 -0.078 0.010 1.411 1.411

0.45 1.039 - 0.043 0.004 0.999 0.999

0.50 0.757 -0.025 0.002 0.733 0.733

6e) Along the (111) Axis

R(nm)

•
4B/B(ppm)

1/R3 1/R5 1/R7
sum of all 

multipolar terms
exact values

0.05 0.002 -23.070 -54.264 -77.332 -390.689

0.10 0.008 49.639 -40.922 8.525 7.204

0.15 0.005 13.608 -6.227 7.387 7.527

0.20 0.002 3.451 -0.942 2.511 2.513

0.25 0.001 1.134 -0.199 0.936 0.936

0.30 0.000 0.455 -0.055 0.400 0.400

0.35 0.000 0.210 -0.018 0.192 0.192

0.40 0.000 0.108 -0.007 0.101 0.101

0.45 0.000 0.060 -0.003 0.057 0.057

0.50 0.000 0.035 -0.015 0.034 0.034

These results indicate that in case of <5 = 500 cm-1, the 1/T2 

term contributes dominantly to the NMR chemical shift, but 

the contributions of other terms may not be negligible, As 

아lown in Table 7, the last two terms in equation(15) contribute 

significantly to the NMR 사lemica! shifts along the (100) and 

(110) axes.

These may imply that along the (111) axis the contribu

tion to the NMR chemical shift is dominantly of the pseudo 

contact interaction, but along the (100) and (110) axes, the 

temperature dependence analysis shows incorrectly that the 

Fermi and pseudo contact interactions contribute significantly 

to the NMR chemical shift. It appears that when d is in

creased to 5000 cm-1, the major contribution to the NMR 

chemical shift is the 1/T term along the (111), (100) and (110) 

axes. Such the results imply incorrectly that the NMR 

chemical shift is dominantly of Fermi contact interaction 

origin.

Separation of the contributions of the Fermi and the
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厶BTable 7. The Temperature Dependence of — (ppm) at Various 
B

Values of R Expressed in Terms of the Coefficients, when the 
Threefold Axis is Chosen to be the Axis of Quantization.
7a) C = 500 cm1,(5 = 500 cm1 and /3 = 3.2679/a0

R(nm) axis A (ppm) B (ppm-K) C (ppm-K2)

0.1 (111) 6.858 -778.115 267911.513

0.2 dll) 2.392 8.188 8569.360

0.3 (111) 0.316 22.626 900.947

0.4 (111) 0.075 7.252 193.934

0.2 (100) -14.725 7751.795 -72112.476

0.2 (110) -13.500 7506.583 -77066.585

7b)《 = 500 cm-1, <5 = 500 cm-1 and 0 = 3.2679/&

R(nm) axis A (ppm) B (ppm -K) C (ppm*)

0.1 (111) 5.598 -1620.155 0.020

0.2 (HD 0.560 -80.180 0.001

0.2 (100) -2.173 1454.912 -0.001

0.2 (110) -2.420 1449.052 0.020

Table 8. A Summary of the Results of Fitting a Set of Theoretical 
Data foMB/B(ppm) as Arising from a Sum of the Fermi Contact 
and Dipolar Interactions as Given by Equation (17) for the case 
of a 4d* System in a Strong Crystal Field of Trigonal Symmetry 

= 500 cm-1, d 드 500 cm and R = 0.2 nm)
8a) Along the (001) Axis

厶B/B (ppm) fitted to equation (17)

T(K)
厶 B/B (ppm) contribution contribution

Total
exact from <Sz> from（X/厂X 丄）

220 -59.98 2.25 - 62.34 -60.10

240 -52.10 2.24 -55.21 -52.97

260 -45.41 2.23 -48.66 -45.41

280 -39.67 2.22 - 42.72 -40.50

300 -34.66 2.21 - 37.39 -35.18

320 -30.27 2.20 -32.63 -30.43

340 -26.37 2.19 -28.40 -26.21

360 -22.88 2.17 -24.65 -22.88

380 -19.76 2.15 -21.33 -19.18

400 -16.93 2.13 -18.39 -16.26

8b) Along the (001) Axis

厶 B/B (ppm) fitted to equation (17)

T(K)
厶 B/B (ppm)

exact

contribution 

from <S>

contribution 

from
Total

200 22.24 - 2.49 24.18 21.69

220 19.01 - 2.48 기54 19.06

240 16.31 -2.48 19.08 16.60

260 14.02 -2.47 16.81 14.34

280 12.04 -2.46 14.76 12.30

300 10.32 - 2.45 12.92 10.47

320 8.80 -2.43 11.28 8.84

340 7.46 -2.42 9.81 7.40

360 6.25 -2.40 8.51 6.12

388 5.17 -2.38 7.37 4.99

8c) Along the (010) Axis

厶 B/B (ppm) fitted to equation (17)

T(K)
厶 B/B (ppm) 

exact

contribution 

from <SZ>

contribution 
from(X/厂乂丄)

Total

200 23.00 -0.69 22.18 21.48

220 19.02 -0.69 19.76 19.07

240 16.54 -0.69 17.50 16.81

260 14.43 -0.69 15.42 14.73

280 12.61 -0.69 13.54 12.86

300 11.03 -0.68 11.85 11.17

320 9.63 -0.68 10.34 9.66

340 8.38 -0.67 9.00 8.33

360 7.27 -0.67 7.81 7.14

380 6.26 -0.66 6.76 6.10

400 5.35 -0,66 5.83 5.17

8d) Along 사)e (110) Axis

厶 B/B (ppm) fitted to equation (17)

T(K)
厶 B/B (ppm) 

exact

contribution 

from <SZ>

contribution 

from(X广x丄)
Total

200 22.12 -1.46 23.07 22.61

220 19.02 -1.46 20.56 19.10

240 16.43 -1.46 18.20 16.75

260 14.23 -1.45 16.05 14.52

280 12.33 -1.45 14.09 12.64

300 10.67 -1.44 12.33 10.89

320 9.92 -1.43 10.76 9.32

340 7.92 -1.42 9.36 7.92

360 6.76 -1.41 8.13 6.72

380 5.72 -1.40 7.03 5.63

8e) Along 사le (111) Axis

厶B/B (ppm) fitted to equation (17)

T(K)
厶 B/B (ppm)

exact

contribution 

from <Sr>

contribution 
from(X，广X 丄)

Total

200 2.65 2.54 0.07 2.61

220 2.61 2.53 0.07 2.60

240 2.58 2.53 0.06 2.59

260 2.55 2.52 0.05 2.57

280 2.53 2.51 0.05 2.56

300 2.51 2.50 0.04 2.54

320 2.50 2.48 0.03 2.52

340 2.49 2.47 3.03 2.50

360 2.48 2.45 0.03 2.47

380 2.47 2.43 0.02 2.45

pseudo contact interactions to the NMR chemical shift. 

Experimental paramagnetic NMR chemical shifts are usual

ly analyzed in terms of the Femi and the dipolar interactions 

given by equation(17).

厶B = a> +3 (L - Z丄) (17)

To explore the possible problems of interpretation associated 

by such a procedure we examine the 厶B/B results over a 

temperature range and reconsider the data as a set of ex
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perimental results and then analyze the data as arising from 

a sum of the Fermi and the dipolar interactions given by 

equation(15).

In this work we choose <SZ> in equation (18) for a 4d' 

system in a crystal field of octahedral symmetry as23

^B = a< Sx>/gNfiN (18)

The qualities and are determined from expressions in 

reference(24). The best fit of the theoretical values of 

厶B/B(ppm) for a 4d* system in a strong crystal field environ

ment of trigonal symmetry to the expression (17) over the 

temperature range 200 to 400 K is obtained, when the 

threefold axis is chosen to be the axis of quantization. The 

results are summarized in Table 8 and 9. As shown in Table 

8, the analysis of the data using equation(15) would correctly 

imply that the dipolar interaction (pseudo contact interaction) 

is the dominant contribution to the NMR chemical sh迁t along 

the (001), (010), (100) and (110) axes, but along the (111) axis, 

the Fermi contact interaction is incorrectly the dominant con

tribution to the NMR chemical shift. However, the contribu

tion of Fermi contact interaction increases as the temperature 

increases.

This work may be applied to examine and interprete the 

NMR chemical shift for 4d" system in a strong crystal field 

environment of trigonal symmetry when the threefold axis is 

chosen to be the axis of quantization. The caculated results 

may suggest information on the configuration of electrons for 

4d" system in a strong crystal field environment of trigonal 

symmetry.
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